Whole Genome Resequencing Analysis in the Clouds
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Abstract

Crossbow is a soKware tool that combines the speed of the short read aligner
BowAe1 and the accuracy of the SOAPsnp2 consensus and SNP caller within a cloud
compuAng environment. Crossbow aligns reads and makes highly accurate SNP
calls from a dataset comprising 38‐fold coverage of the human genome in under 1
day on a local 40 core cluster, and under 3 hours using a 320‐core cluster rented
from Amazon’s ElasAc Compute Cloud3 (EC2) service. Crossbow’s ability to run on
EC2 means that users need not own or operate an expensive computer cluster in
order to run Crossbow. Crossbow is available at hWp://bowAe‐bio.sf.net/crossbow
under the ArAsAc license.

Crossbow Design
Crossbow builds upon a parallel soKware framework called Hadoop4. Hadoop is an
open source implementaAon of the MapReduce programming model that was ﬁrst
described by scienAsts at Google5. Hadoop has become a popular tool for
computaAon over very large datasets, used at companies including Google, Yahoo,
IBM, and Amazon. Hadoop requires that programs be expressed as a series of
Map and Reduce steps operaAng on tuples of data. Though not all programs are
easily expressed this way, Hadoop programs gain many beneﬁts. In general,
Hadoop programs need not deal with par8culars of how work and data are
distributed across a cluster or how to recover from failures. Hadoop handles this.
The insight behind Crossbow is
that alignment and SNP calling
can be framed as a series of
Map, Sort and Reduce steps.
The Map step is short read
alignment, the Sort step bins
and sorts alignments according
to the genomic posiAon aligned
to, and the Reduce step calls
SNPs for a given parAAon.
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Crossbow Flow

As growth in short read sequencing throughput vastly outpaces improvements in
microprocessor speed, there is a cri8cal need to accelerate common tasks, such as
short read alignment and SNP calling, via large‐scale paralleliza8on.
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The user ﬁrst uploads reads to a
ﬁlesystem visible to the Hadoop
cluster. If the Hadoop cluster is in
EC2, the ﬁlesystem might be an S3
bucket. If the Hadoop cluster is
local, the ﬁlesystem might be an
NFS share.
A cluster may consist of any
number of nodes. Hadoop
handles the details of rou8ng
data, distribu8ng and invoking
programs, providing fault
tolerance, etc.
Map step is short read alignment.
Many instances of Bow*e run in
parallel across the cluster. Input
tuples are reads and output tuples
are alignments.
Sort step bins alignments
according to primary key (genome
parAAon) and sorts according to a
secondary key (oﬀset into
parAAon). This is handled
eﬃciently by Hadoop.
Reduce step calls SNPs for each
reference parAAon. Many
instances of SOAPsnp run in
parallel across the cluster. Input
tuples are sorted alignments for a
parAAon and output tuples are
SNP calls.
Results are stored in cluster’s
ﬁlesystem, then automaAcally
archived and downloaded to the
client machine. SNP calls are
provided in SOAPsnp’s format.

Crossbow was used to align and call SNPs from the set of 2.7 billion reads
sequenced from a Han Chinese male by Wang et al6. Previous work demonstrated
SNPs called from this dataset by SOAPsnp are highly concordant with genotypes
determined via an Illumina 1M BeadChip assay of the same individual2. Reads were
downloaded from a mirror of the YanHuang site (hWp://yh.genomics.org.cn). The
reads cover the assembled human genome sequence to 38‐fold coverage. They
consist of 2.02 billion unpaired reads with sizes ranging from 25 to 44 bps, and 658
million paired‐end reads. The most common unpaired read lengths are 35 and 40
bps, comprising 73.0% and 17.4% of unpaired reads respecAvely. Cost Aming, and
accuracy results are summarized below. SNPs produced by Crossbow exhibit similar
agreement with the BeadChip calls as did the SOAPsnp study.
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Simulated reads are paired‐end reads with simulated
SNPs, including known HapMap SNPs, which SOAPsnp
handles specially, and novel SNPs. “Real” reads are the
reads from the Wang et al study. Agreement is
calculated as correct calls at genotyped sites divided by
number of genotyped sites.

Crossbow is a new soKware tool
for eﬃcient and accurate whole
genome genotyping. Crossbow
aligns and calls SNPs from 38‐fold
coverage of short reads from a
human in less than 3 hours on a
320‐core cluster rented from
Amazon’s EC2 service. Crossbow
condenses over 1,000 hours of
resequencing computa*on into a
few hours without requiring the
user to own or operate a
computer cluster.
Running on
standard soKware (Hadoop) and
hardware (EC2 instances) makes it
easier for other researchers to
reproduce our results or other
results obtained with Crossbow.
Crossbow is freely available from
hWp://bowAe‐bio.sf.net/crossbow

